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to button clothes, and to use the scissors in following roughly
the outline of pictures. Gesell found 85 to 100 per cent of
the five-year-old children able to "fold paper diagonally,"
"to copy a square," and to trace around one of two diamonds
drawn on paper; 65 to 84 per cent could draw a triangle,
a diagonal, a "recognizable picture of a man," could put
away toys neatly in a box, and could "wash himself without
getting his clothes very wet." "Lacing shoes is characteristic
of the four-year level."
Certain kinds of manipulative play material require origi-
nality as well as motor co-ordination. An example of this
kind of material is a board with holes in it into which are
fitted colored marbles. Wagonerxl found that boys four
years old made an average of 5.9 original designs with the
colored marbles; girls four years old, 7.5; boys five years old,
11.2; and girls five years old, 10.1 in a given period of time.
Between two and five years of age children show improve-
ment in their ability to plan and to execute a block design.
As they grow older, they tend to place the blocks more care-
fully and to make the designs more symmetrical.
Many preschool children learn to write their names. Be-
low the age of three the typical response of a group of 170
superior preschool children was a meaningless scrawl, repre-
senting the zero level in name writing.12 At a slightly more
advanced age level there was an imitation of the adult's
manner expressed in a hasty up-and-down scribbling across
the page. At about four years of age the children showed an
interest in forming letter symbols, and after five showed
ability to write their first name with increasing interest, care,
speed, and skill as they grew older. Toward the end of the
sixth year most of the children tested could write their last
name as well as their first name.
Variations and overlapping of abilities in individual and
group achievement were noticeable, caused in part by differ-
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